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Our mission

Our vision

Novant Health exists to improve the health
of communities, one person at a time.

We, the Novant Health team, will deliver the most remarkable
patient experience in every dimension, every time.

Supporting through community collaboration

Novant Health mission at work: Improving the
health of our communities, one person at a time
Before Brooklyn started sixth grade last fall, her mom, Africa
Haley, made an important stop: to the back-to-school event
at Project 658, a community ministry in Charlotte providing
services for families in need. Novant Health joined the Smith
Family Wellness Center and Project 658 to provide free back-toschool physicals and immunizations in August. Over 100 children
received screenings and enjoyed giveaways, too.
For Haley, the health and wellness check lifted a burden. Brooklyn
could get the physical she needed to play sports, including
cheerleading, at no cost. “I read it once, twice, three times, just to
be sure it’s free,” Haley said.
Novant Health has partnered with former NFL star Steve Smith and his Smith Family Wellness Center since 2017. Novant
Health providers at the clinic offer safe, quality care for uninsured families — services that are often hard to come by in
at-risk neighborhoods.
Providers were accessible at the back-to-school event, too, which Haley appreciated. “You can talk to a physician or a
physician assistant. If I do have any worries, I have people on hand that can assist me and lead me in the right direction.
“I really appreciate it and I really like it …. It’s giving back to the community.”
Partnerships like this — and the ONE Charlotte Health Alliance — allow Novant Health to magnify our impact in the
community. ONE Charlotte Health Alliance is a partnership between Novant Health, another local health system and
Mecklenburg County Public Health. The ONE Charlotte Health Alliance builds on existing community efforts, fostering
partnerships and creating new opportunities to improve access to care in Charlotte’s excluded communities.
At Novant Health, we know no one entity can do that alone. There’s power in collaboration — and building strong
partnerships to provide remarkable care and to connect with patients.

>>

On the cover and inside cover:
The Smith Family Wellness Center, Project 658 and Novant Health partnered to provide free back-to-school physicals in 2018.

Supporting our communities

At Novant Health, we’re going beyond
medicine to heal our people, our
neighborhoods, our regions
We believe Novant Health can improve not just the health of every individual, but the
health of an entire community. That’s our aim with our community benefit efforts — to
help build a lifetime of healthy habits for the people we serve, ultimately eradicating
health inequalities and improving upward mobility.
What does “supporting our communities” look like at Novant Health?
It looks like partnership, such as when a health and wellness coach meets with
a patient at a YWCA in Winston-Salem for a talk on exercise and food options to control diabetes. It looks like
compassionate care, by funding free rides to chemotherapy treatments through ChemoCars in Charlotte so patients with
cancer have one less thing to worry about. And it looks like outreach, when team members meet up with mall walkers to
give free blood pressure screenings in Manassas, Virginia.
As a tax-exempt organization, we want to constantly evolve in our work to ensure we are making a difference in the
communities we serve. In 2018, we intentionally centered the foundation of our community engagement efforts on access,
partnerships and social determinants of health. Through this strategic framework, we invested in three pillars: 1) health
and human services, 2) environment and 3) education.
Through health and human services, we strive to improve the health of individuals by identifying and treating specific
community health needs. With our environment goal, we support safe and clean communities by promoting food
security, nutrition education, active lifestyles and healthy behaviors. By supporting education — from early childhood
development programs to career readiness in the medical and health sciences fields — our goal is to build the pipeline for
our future healthcare workforce. Through these three areas, we believe we can do the most good toward building strong
and vibrant communities.
Our own team members take an active role in this, too. Their spirit of volunteerism carries across our footprint, where
members of our Novant Health workforce work shoulder-to-shoulder with people in our communities — from helping with
hurricane cleanup in Brunswick County, to planting trees to beautify a Charlotte community, to assembling toiletry kits in
Forsyth County for men, women and children who are homeless. Team members volunteer many hours toward fulfilling
our mission to improve the health of communities, one person at a time.
This is what supporting our communities looks like — delivering compassionate, remarkable care that puts people first.
In a time when our communities are more in need of the twin blessings of health and wellness than ever before, we feel
privileged helping people in our communities lead healthier lives.

Carl S. Armato
President and CEO, Novant Health
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Highlights
8%

In 2018, Novant Health
provided $883.7
million in community
benefit, up from $794.4
million in 2017.

16%
18%

Brunswick community
Novant Health Brunswick Medical Center
Provided more than 150 uninsured women with mobile mammograms
through a partnership with Susan G. Komen breast cancer foundation
and Pfizer.

Greater Charlotte community
Novant Health Huntersville Medical Center
Delivered free nutrition programming to 173 underserved school-age
children in Huntersville through a partnership with Novant Health Parish
Nursing Program and a grant from the Lilly Foundation, which supports
initiatives designed to improve health and strengthen communities.
Novant Health Matthews Medical Center
Teamed with Union County Public Schools to screen a documentary
and panel discussion for 60 students and parents on recognizing and
responding to trauma in children.
At Novant Health, it is our priority and privilege to build
authentic relationships within our communities.

What is community benefit?

It’s more than our responsibility — it’s our commitment
Community benefit includes programs or activities that
provide treatment or promote health and healing as a
response to identified community needs — and meet at
least one of these objectives:
• Improve access to healthcare services.
• Enhance the health of the community.
• Advance medical or health knowledge.
• Relieve or reduce the burden on government to provide
health services.

Novant Health’s community benefit includes hundreds of
programs that address the most pressing health needs of
the communities we serve, particularly among excluded
groups. This includes unreimbursed health services to
individuals with Medicaid and Medicare coverage; free
community health education and screenings; support
groups; partnerships with health-focused community
groups; and participation in medical research and academic
health programs.
In 2018, Novant Health reported $883,710,325 in total
community benefit, including $154,698,166 in financial
assistance to members in the communities we serve.
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Unpaid cost of Medicare
$516,814,922

Novant Health Mint Hill Medical Center
More than 170 team members performed work at Clear Creek
Elementary School, Blessed Assurance Adult Day Care, Mint Hill
Historical Society, Bright Blessings and Servant’s Heart of Mint Hill as
part of Day of Serving.
Novant Health Presbyterian Medical Center
Funded the expansion of free mental health counseling for LGBTQ
youth and people who support them through a $20,000 charitable
contribution to the Time Out Youth Center. Funds provided 350
sessions of free mental health counseling and 30 crisis interventions.
Novant Health Rowan Medical Center
Offered free support groups, smoking-cessation classes and mobile
mammograms to 445 individuals, addressing a key identified
community health need of cancer prevention.

Greater Winston-Salem community
Novant Health Clemmons Medical Center
Taught participants weight loss strategies through free or discounted
Weigh For You classes, an investment of more than 130 team member
hours.

58%

Financial assistance
$154,698,166
Unpaid cost of Medicaid
$141,769,791
Community benefit programs
$70,427,446

Novant Health Forsyth Medical Center
Served 161 individuals from 12 African-American churches through
Project Care, which helps community members at high risk of chronic
diseases, such as heart disease, type 2 diabetes and stroke. The project
provides exercise classes, wellness coaching, support groups and
nutrition demonstrations.
Novant Health Kernersville Medical Center
Assembled 642 “calm down kits” for Forsyth and Davidson county
elementary schools serving children primarily from low-income
backgrounds. Calm down kits include sensory toys and strategies to
ease an anxious child.
Novant Health Medical Park Hospital
Partnered with the American Heart Association to sponsor a Red Dress
Tea for more than 300 women, providing free heart health information
and a question-and-answer panel. Targeted participants included black
women, who are disproportionately at risk for heart disease and stroke.
Novant Health Thomasville Medical Center
Hosted the Lights of Hope candlelight vigil raising awareness of
substance use disorder and assisted with communitywide seminars on
substance use featuring a Novant Health pain management physician.

Northern Virginia community
Novant Health UVA Health System Culpeper Medical Center
Led 15 hours of free continuing education classes for local emergency
services professionals on addressing endocrine and central nervous
system emergencies, which are associated with diabetes and stroke.
Novant Health UVA Health System Haymarket Medical Center
Collaborated with local law enforcement agencies and groups to collect
nearly 255 pounds of medications for Drug Take Back Day. Residents
dropped off unused or expired prescription medications, which pose
public safety issues, from accidental poisoning to misuse and overdose.
Novant Health UVA Health System Prince William Medical Center
Checked blood pressure and body mass index and provided mobile
mammography screenings and wellness information to 109 community
attendees of the annual Manassas African American Heritage Festival.
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Program highlight: Access to care

Remarkable You
It happened at a Saturday health screening event at a church in the Eastway Park neighborhood of Charlotte. A Novant Health
Remarkable You team member was about to check the blood pressure of a woman who brought her 13-year-old son with her to the
event. She spoke limited English, but asked if she had to pay.
“It was such a great feeling to know and also let her know that she did not have to pay,” the team member said. “I explained that
Novant Health is providing a free health screening for her.”
That experience is just one example of the positive moments at a Remarkable You event, where team members provide members of
the public with free health screenings reviewing cardiovascular risk numbers and healthy lifestyle options.
In 2018, Remarkable You team members screened 8,168 community members. Team members devoted 5,827 hours at events.

Moms and their children enjoy socializing at the Baby Café
at Novant Health Thomasville Medical Center. Photo by
Donnie Roberts of The Lexington Dispatch

Supporting through early access to care

Susan Theobald wasn’t sure what to think last spring
when she noticed changes in her 5 month old: Annalynn
had gone from gaining weight to not gaining much in
two months. Her older child had shown similar signs as a
newborn. “I was devastated to be going down the familiar
path of slow growth and insecurities about my ability to
fully nourish my child,” Theobald recalled.
She decided to try Baby Café after talking with Sharon
Gough, International Board Certified Lactation Consultant
(IBCLC), at Novant Health UVA Health System Prince
William Medical Center.
“Sharon is awesome,” Theobald said. “She’s encouraging,
knowledgeable, honest and helpful, and you can tell she
loves her job. Baby Café became a group that I looked
forward to every other Tuesday — for social hour, coffee,
getting advice when I needed it, sharing advice when I
could, and free muffins. It was a pick-me-up that I needed
in my life.”

Through this work, Remarkable You helps address health issues identified as urgent community health needs in communities across
our footprint — including prediabetes, obesity and high blood pressure.
The outreach work left an impression on the Charlotte woman that day — and, the team member thinks, her 13-year-old son as well.

Baby Café: Providing encouragement and education
to breastfeeding mothers
What the program provides

During a screening, team members talk to patients about their medications, the last time they visited the doctor, healthy lifestyle
changes and the importance of keeping regular medical appointments. Novant Health team members also help people without a
provider find one or connect with a free clinic.

This illustrates the influence of Baby Café — a free
program providing pregnant and breastfeeding mothers a
comfortable setting to talk, share mutual experiences and
meet with IBCLCs about breastfeeding.
Novant Health’s Thomasville, northern Virginia and
Charlotte markets host baby cafés in settings inside and
outside hospital walls. In Virginia, moms gather at Jirani
Coffeehouse in Manassas and Raven’s Nest Coffee House
in Culpeper for coffee and conversation. In Charlotte, moms
meet twice a month at Okra, a yoga studio. Thomasville
opened its café in January 2018 inside the hospital
community room. Novant Health funds pay for rental fees,
refreshments, staff time and marketing costs to get the
word out.

“I truly believe we will have a lasting impact on him as well,” the team member said, “especially when he sees Novant Health’s name.”

less likely to develop type 1 or type 2 diabetes. Maternal
benefits of breastfeeding include reduced risk of developing
breast or ovarian cancer.
Consider the Baby Café reach in our communities:
• Novant Health UVA Health System Culpeper Medical
Center team members dedicated 24 staff hours to nearly
40 mothers and babies. Culpeper started its Baby Café
program May 2018.

Who benefits

• Prince William Medical Center, which started its program
in 2017, reached a total of 453 moms and 453 babies.
Team members have dedicated 39 staff hours to the
program.

Babies who are breastfed exclusively to age 6 months and
continue to receive mother’s milk through the first year
are less likely to be overweight or obese during childhood,
according to the National Institutes of Health. They are also

• At Novant Health Thomasville Medical Center, at least
70 breastfeeding women visited the program. Average
weekly attendance is nine women who are pregnant or
breastfeeding.
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Why it’s important
Incorporating breastfeeding support for women enhances
wellness within our communities. Breastfeeding is not only
an obesity prevention strategy, but is a very important
mission for Novant Health UVA Health System, which is
actively addressing obesity as a significant public health
problem in Culpeper.
Baby Café provides a social support network for new
moms, providing them with access to medical expertise
through our IBCLCs and connecting them with other new
moms to provide social support and prevent potential
causes of postpartum depression. “I’m really glad I decided
to go,” Theobald said. “And I’m so thankful that this
opportunity has been provided for new moms.”
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Partnership highlight: Health and human services

Aging together
What happens when you make it your mission to help older and active adults lead vibrant lives? You generate communitywide
interest among seniors who share this same purpose.
Novant Health UVA Health System was there when nearly 540 people posted a record turnout for The Art of Aging Expo, held
October 2018 at Germanna Community College in Culpeper. The free event for seniors offered strategies for living well and served as
a hub for exhibitors, speakers, demonstrations and resources available in the northern Virginia region.
Aging Together, a regional partnership, organized the event as part of its goal to build collaborations that create and enhance support
services for older persons, their families and their caregivers.

James Graham and health and wellness partner
Sandy Walden meet regularly at Gateway YWCA in
Winston-Salem.

Supporting through convenient access to care

As a sponsor of the 2018 expo, Novant Health UVA Health System provided health screenings, checking blood pressure, body mass
index, cholesterol levels and indicators of prediabetes. Each of these factors increases heart attack and stroke risk on its own, but can
be particularly dangerous when combined with increasing age. Team member outreach included four nurses from Novant Health
UVA Health System Culpeper Medical Center, who provided 15 free screenings. Team members also distributed information to the
more than 500 attendees on how to change their risk factors for heart attack and stroke through small diet and exercise changes.
By partnering with organizations that reach at-risk populations where they are, Novant Health expands its reach to improve health
and well-being beyond our footprint.

Gateway to Success: Caring for patients at risk for diabetes
What the program provides
With a jaunty strut and a “That’s what I’m talking about!”
James Graham stepped off the scale following his weighin. He was pleased with his number — and so was Sandy
Walden, health and wellness partner with Novant Health
community engagement.
“You met your goals maintaining your weight loss,” Walden
said to Graham, who was down 2 pounds from his last
check-in six months ago, and nearly 20 pounds lighter
than in September 2017 when he started the Gateway
to Success program, based at the Gateway YWCA in
Winston-Salem. Now it was time to look ahead to their
next six-month check. “Tell me one goal you’ll set for
August,” Walden asked Graham, who said he would limit
his nighttime eating.
Gateway to Success is a free program for people who
either have prediabetes or early onset type 2 diabetes.
Since enrolling, Graham, a 72-year-old retiree and Vietnam
veteran, lowered his A1C and blood sugar and dropped his
waist measurement from 42 inches to 38 inches. Those

numbers reveal a main reason why the program works, he
said: “You can’t lie.”
The program is a partnership between the YWCA, Novant
Health and another local health system, with additional
support from the United Way. Novant Health provides a
dietitian, behavioral therapist and wellness coach to all
participants. Participants meet these wellness partners
on-site at the YWCA, where they also work out and take
fitness instructor-led exercise classes. Graham enjoys
running on the treadmill, using weights and stretching in
chair-based exercise classes.
During their meetings, Graham and Walden talk about
reading food labels, drinking more water, managing sugar
cravings and trading fast food meals with healthier options
like sandwiches on whole-grain bread with turkey and
spinach. On this day, Graham brought in an empty bottle
of sparkling water he likes to show Walden the label; she
approved.
“It’s very rewarding to see when it clicks,” said Walden.
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Who benefits

Why it’s important

Since the program started in 2016, Novant Health has
served 235 patients. Team members spend about 70
to 80 hours a month working with Gateway to Success
participants.

After learning new ways to eat and exercise, participants
show permanent behavior changes that often spread to
family members.

As of November 2018, the 78 participants in the program
have shown overall improvements since their enrollment.
Among them, 74 percent decreased their body mass
index, 72 percent lowered their A1C, and 63 percent
increased their overall wellness score. One marker of
wellness is whether their “health age” — the measure of
the participant’s overall health — drops below their real
age. That’s the case for Graham, who scores age 69 in
health years.
All participants and their families receive free memberships
to the Gateway YWCA for three years as long as they
remain active in the program.

Graham now realizes how much he needed to change,
and considers Gateway to Success his big wake-up call.
“I thought I was a cool dude,” he said, since he already
worked out five days a week at the YWCA before joining
the program. But snacks after 7 p.m. were his nemesis.
“Apple fritters and a glass of milk — something like that ....
I love those pistachios, but they have a lot of sodium.” At
215, his highest weight, “my stomach used to be so big it
could hold the steering wheel.”
All that is in the past. These days, Graham is thinking
strategy — and ways to meet Walden’s expectations next
visit.
“Once it starts clicking,” Graham said, “you keep on
clicking.” Walden laughs. “Keep on clicking.”
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Partnership highlight: Environment

TreesCharlotte
Crouched down on gloved hands and knees, Novant Health team members dug holes in the soil at Charlotte’s Brightwalk community
to plant young trees. The saplings promised so many benefits. Shaded spaces for outdoor play. Clean air. Reduced flooding. Natural
beauty.
The fall “neighborwood” tree planting was part of Novant Health’s partnership with the nonprofit TreesCharlotte. Novant Health
granted $25,000 to TreesCharlotte for the fall community festival in Brightwalk. During the festival, people in the community received
471 free trees, and Novant Health team and community members planted nearly 50 trees in the mixed-income neighborhood that’s
the site of a future Novant Health Michael Jordan Family Clinic. More than 25 team members participated in the planting and creation
of tree guards to protect the young trees during their first growing season.
At Novant Health, we know that our environment has an enormous impact on our health long before we see a doctor. Our
TreesCharlotte partnership aligns with our goal of supporting a safe and clean environment in our communities.

Self-Reliance (ESR). ESR case managers help clients with
housing, education, career development and more.

Out Teach, TreesCharlotte and other environment initiatives
support positive neighborhood change and revitalization.

Home and Heart focuses on factors in people’s lives
that influence their health. These factors, called social
determinants of health, acknowledge the conditions in
which individuals live, work and age. Social determinants
are important to Novant Health because addressing these
root causes — in addition to clinical care — can have a
tremendous impact on health.

Supporting through social determinants of health solutions

Home and Heart program: Promoting self-reliance
What the program provides
When Allan Daniel started participating in a program called
Home and Heart, he lived in a homeless shelter in Forsyth
County and had a self-admitted history of mismanaging his
money. All that has changed — and now Daniel is making
plans to move into his own apartment.
Through the program, Daniel learned skills like budgeting,
saving and sticking to lists while grocery shopping. Building
financial literacy as a path to independence is at the core of
the Home and Heart program, which receives funds from
Novant Health, United Way and other foundations.

Paired with a case manager, Daniel
set goals for his future. “I have been
shown how to save, how to spend,
how to pay bills, how to re-establish
credit,” Daniel said. “I couldn’t be
happier with the way people have
treated me.”

Who benefits

In 2018, Novant Health made a charitable contribution of
$15,000 to Home and Heart’s client assistance program.
That fund helped 36 people with renter’s insurance,
transportation, furniture or other housing needs.

Home and Heart launched in 2018, and ESR continues to
support clients’ progress as they locate safe and affordable
housing and use the tools they learned in a technology
101 class to improve their employment situation. “For me,
anything that reinforces the right way to handle money has
been positive and is going to help me in the future,” Daniel

said. “I have made progress over the last year. It has been
slow and it has been hard, but it has been worth it. And I
couldn’t be more pleased with all the help I have gotten.”

Why it’s important
Empowering our communities to be financially literate
helps build stronger and healthier communities. This is
also a priority at Solomon House, a community resource
and a department of Novant Health Huntersville Medical
Center. Through its Pathways to Success program targeting
Spanish-speaking populations — a part of our community
often underserved and underinsured — Latina women
learn comprehensive English, finance and health education.
Johnson C. Smith University is a partner in this initiative.
How people live, work, learn and play are important
environmental factors that influence health. By investing
in the work of like-minded community organizations, we
can collectively find solutions that impact total health and
well-being.

Allan Daniel

Empowering low-to-moderate income residents to become
independent is the goal of Home and Heart, which is run
by a Forsyth County-based nonprofit called Experiment in
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Program highlight: Education

Health Professions Internship
For 2018, Novant Health reported $16,513,167 in Health
Professions Education.
Spotlight
Daniel Burk, Campbell University
Physician assistant student, year 2

Students in the Exploring program at Novant Health
Huntersville Medical Center learn about career
opportunities in surgical services.

Supporting through education partnerships

Exploring program: Introducing teens to the healthcare industry
What the program provides
When it was Kiara Busby’s turn to peer inside the console
of a robotic surgical unit, the high school sophomore and
aspiring pediatrician guided robotic hands holding surgical
instruments to move a rubber band inside a table several
feet away. The task proved more challenging than it looked,
as an adviser described the feeling as trying to write with a
nondominant hand — and the students agreed.
The practice session was designed to give Kiara and others
an insider’s look at the jobs of surgeons, nurses and other
operating room clinicians. And that’s the point behind
the Exploring program, where high school-age students
throughout the Novant Health footprint learn both the
clinical and administrative sides of healthcare careers
through weekly visits. Novant Health partners with the Boy
Scouts of America to administer the program, providing
space, staff, speakers and presentations.
The semester-long program at Novant Health Huntersville
Medical Center provided the type of opportunity Kiara was

Explain one thing that surprised you
during your internship.
What surprised me most during
my time with Novant Health was
the experiences I had with the staff
and providers I met along the way. Not only was I taken aback
by their wealth of skill and knowledge, but even more so their
personalities and character. Nothing but kindness was shown to
me. I truly did feel like family while I was there. Medicine was not
the only thing I learned. I gained friendships, future colleagues
and, most importantly, learned how to treat each patient with
the utmost respect and care … something that I was shown by
everyone at Novant Health, day in and day out.

looking for. “This program is expanding my knowledge of
medicine and providing an opportunity to learn different
aspects of the field,” she said.

What has been one valuable takeaway from your internship
experience?
One that sticks out the most is learning the value of teamwork.
No one provider knows all. I’ve learned that it is normal and quite
healthy to ask for help, or to fall back on your team for assistance
if need be. It is so important to know that it is not mandatory to
work on your own.
How has your internship experience influenced your future
career path?
Being at Novant Health and with the individuals I have met along
the way has helped show me whom I want to surround myself
with to have a healthy, happy and rewarding career as a physician
assistant.
Why is Novant Health’s internship program important to you
and your community?
It has been the catalyst to shape and grow students like me into
caring, well-educated and capable providers by way of a safe
learning environment, caring and skilled preceptors, much handson experience and full support. I am very blessed to have been a
part of this program. One day soon, I and others will be giving the
highest level of patient care to the people who need it most —
with much thanks to this program.

Who benefits
By providing high school students with an early look at
healthcare careers, Novant Health looks to nurture young
people’s upward mobility by encouraging an interest in the
healthcare industry. In 2018, 392 students participated
in Exploring programs at Novant Health Forsyth Medical
Center, Novant Health Clemmons Medical Center and
Novant Health Matthews Medical Center. In 2018, team
members devoted almost 452 hours to the Exploring
program.
During a fall session at Huntersville Medical Center, more
than 20 students listened as members of the surgical
services team talked about career opportunities associated
with working in an operating room. Then the students
donned surgical caps, gowns and booties before entering
an operating room to see these jobs in action.
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At the robotic surgery station, the students operated
robotic arms and watched magnified screens to examine
a penny for the tiny image of Abraham Lincoln inside the
Lincoln Memorial. At the anesthesiology station, students
passed around an intubator. Hands rose in the air when
they were asked who was interested in healthcare careers.
Think about your personal strengths and interests, urged
Liesel West, RN, community health project coordinator
at Huntersville Medical Center. What do you enjoy? Is it
patient care? Or working in an office on the organizational
side?

Why it’s important
As healthcare providers, safeguarding the health of our
communities is paramount. Novant Health wants to instill
our youth with that passion and education as well. Our
industry is ever evolving, and we need bright minds and
compassionate hearts to continue the business of working
toward wellness and providing remarkable care.
The chance for career preparation was not lost on high
school sophomore Patrick Cusick, a baseball player who is
interested in sports medicine. “I want to pursue a career in
medicine,” he said, adding that a program like this will look
good on a college resume.
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Supporting through team collaboration

Our leadership

Business resource groups:
Connecting to our communities
through our team members

Novant Health executive team

What does collaboration mean to Novant Health
business resource groups?
It means partnering with people and groups within our
communities to make great things happen. These voluntary
team member groups, known as our BRGs, are an important
part of Novant Health’s diversity and inclusion strategy and
organize around a common identity, such as race, gender
or veteran status. They build alliances with schools, festival
organizers, nonprofit groups and more, donating their time
to reach populations of people from diverse backgrounds
and promote healthy behaviors. Here’s a look at what Novant
Health BRGs did in 2018.
Asian BRG: Provided nearly 600 attendees at the Festival of
India in Charlotte with wellness information, including weight
loss education, healthy vegan/vegetarian Indian recipes and
health advice from a Novant Health dietitian who answered
questions from community members.
Black/African-American BRG: Sponsored back-to-school
events at River Oaks Academy in Charlotte and Forest Park
Elementary in Winston-Salem, providing over $500 worth
of student supplies and joining other local organizations in
forming a “welcome tunnel” that greeted students on their
first day.
Coexist (Interfaith) and Asian: Provided 850 Muslims in
Manassas, Winston-Salem and Charlotte with a meal to break
their fast during the Muslim holy month of Ramadan.

Program highlight:
Diversity and inclusion

Members of the Black/African-American BRG in Winston-Salem.

Latino/Hispanic: Administered over 160 free flu shots through
the community cruiser at Charlotte’s HOLA Festival, an annual
celebration of Hispanic heritage and Latin American culture.
Pride: Sponsored the alternative prom for 225 youth at North
Star LGBTQ Center in Winston-Salem. Attended a mentoring
out/campus pride program at UNC Charlotte for LGBTQ and
ally college students interested in healthcare professions that
drew 33 students from schools throughout the U.S.
Veterans: Hosted movie screenings for the community in
Thomasville and Charlotte of “Thank you for your service.”
The award-winning documentary takes a deeper look into the
mental health policies within the U.S. military and provides
insight into the problems that exist for some service members
as they integrate back into society. A total of 147 people
attended the screenings.
Persons with abilities: Purchased guidebooks used in several
free mental health first-aid classes held in Winston-Salem and
Charlotte markets. Both community members and Novant
Health team members attended the sessions.

H: Drive Experience taps high-potential leaders
Martin Luther King Jr.’s leadership and service to others inspired a new leadership program
targeting high-potential leaders in the Charlotte-Mecklenburg region. In 2018, Novant Health
launched the H: Drive Experience. The H represents the community’s hidden, less-heard voices.
Through the program’s core sessions, coaching, interaction with community leaders and shared
group experiences, 23 participants developed a clearer sense of purpose and deepened their
commitment to serve. “We are proud to provide a leadership development opportunity through
the H: Drive Experience that will further benefit our diverse communities,” said Tanya Blackmon,
executive vice president and chief diversity, inclusion and equity officer at Novant Health.

H: Drive facilitator Ophelia Garmon-Brown,
MD, seen here with Pastor Rusty Price of
the Camino Community Center.
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Gastroenterology Associates of the Piedmont

Carl S. Armato, president and CEO
Novant Health

R. Lee Myers (ex-officio, nonvoting member)
Myers Law Firm

Robert M. Barr, MD, vice chairman
Mecklenburg Radiology Associates

T. David Neill
Bob Neill, Inc.

Alvaro G. de Molina
Bank of America (retired)

G. Patrick Phillips, chairman
Bank of America (retired)

Joia M. Johnson (ex-officio, nonvoting member)
Hanesbrands

David R. Plyler
Forsyth County Board of Commissioners

Christine P. Katziff
Bank of America

Laura A. Schulte, secretary/treasurer
Wells Fargo (retired)

Viola A. Lyles
Mayor of Charlotte

Larry D. Stone
Lowe’s Companies (retired)

The community impact report prepared by Novant Health is a systemwide report that includes qualitative and quantitative information.
Please note that the numeric data in this report are not based on the IRS Form 990, Schedule H criteria, but rather it has been prepared in
accordance with the North Carolina Hospital Association reporting guidelines. It should not be relied upon as the organization’s Form 990,
Schedule H Community Benefit Report, its Community Health Needs Assessment or Community Benefit Implementation Strategy.
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